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ABSTRACT 
Test case generation is an important, yet expensive activity in testing software 

applications. It is neither feasible nor cost effective to manually generate test cases 

with all possible input combinations. To cut down the cost of testing and to increase 

the reliability of it, researchers and practitioners have been working for a long time to 

automate test case generation. Random testing can generate lots of test cases using 

well established algorithms and hence reduce the cost of software testing. To practice 

defensive programming, Java generics has been introduced. The main feature of Java 

generics is that it transfers runtime errors to compile time errors. Though, use of Java 

generics is becoming more popular, there is no tool support available to facilitate 

random test case generation for applications that use Java generics. In this thesis, we 

introduce RanGer, a tool that generates random test cases automatically for Java 

generics. RanGer allows users to specify the number of method calls in each Junit test 

cases, as well as the desired number of test cases to generate. RanGer is developed 

based on Java reflection and formal specification to acquire the structure of the class 

under test and to specify the expected outputs, respectively.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The research problem 

Checking the correctness and reliability of any software is the primary challenging 

issue. Before deploying any application, each component should pass a testing phase 

in order to assess the quality of the software system. Software testing accounts for 

50% of the software development [19] cost. From the investment; we can say that 

software testing is really expensive and lots of effort is required to generate test cases. 

If we do not have any tool support to generate test cases automatically, it becomes 

even more expensive, time consuming, labor intensive and error prone. Researchers 

have been working for a long time to generate test cases automatically. But there are 

still few questions: What and how to automate test case generation? What is the most 

cost effective method to generate a significant number of effective test cases 

automatically? Considering the automation of test case generation, researchers have 

proposed random testing, which can generate lots of test cases randomly from the set 

of all possible inputs.  

 

Java generics was first introduced in Java 5 (JDK 1.5). The main purpose of Java 

generics is to transfer the runtime error to compile time error. In java, if any element is 

taken out of a Collection, the programmer is required to cast it explicitly to the 

type of element that is stored in the collection. Besides being inconvenient, this is 
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unsafe. The compiler does not check that the casted type is consistent with the 

collection's type, so the cast can fail at run time. Generics provides a way to 

communicate the type of a collection to the compiler, so that it can be checked. Once 

the compiler knows the element type of the collection, the compiler can check to make 

sure that collection has been used consistently and can insert the correct values with 

data types on values being taken out of the collection. Using this facility, lots of 

applications are using Java generics recently.  

 

By using generics, programmers can enforce the compiler to check the type safety. 

Basically, it moves error checking from run-time (ClassCastException) to 

compile-time. In this way, it increases the robustness and reliability of the 

implementation. 

 

Testing source code that uses generics is a major challenge. But the problem is testing 

the Java application using generics, as there is no tool support available to generate 

test cases for programs with Java generics.  

Like all other software applications, the input selection for any generic type is huge. If 

we define any variable with the generic type with the symbol <>, the collection could 

be anything from the list data type. The data type inside the collection could be 

anything like integer, number, string, etc. 
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As the input combination is huge, it is infeasible to test the source code manually. We 

have explored some of the available tools that generate random test cases 

automatically. But to test Java generics, none of them are operational. This thesis is 

proposing a tool named RanGer to generate random test cases automatically for Java 

generics. RanGer is based on Java reflection. Formal specification has been used to 

specify the expected outputs.  

 

The contribution of this thesis 

In this thesis, we develop a tool called RanGer (Random testing for Java Generics) 

which generates random test cases for Java generics. To solve the test oracle [49] 

problem of random testing, we use XML as a formal specification.  RanGer selects 

the Java source code and the XML (specification file for the corresponding Java 

source code) from a user specified location. Using Java reflection, RanGer records all 

the method’s information and stores them in a method pool. RanGer selects a method 

randomly from the method pool, generates test data from the specified XML file, and 

generates test cases in Junit framework format. RanGer allows users to define the 

number of methods to be tested and the number of test cases to be generated. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW  
 

This chapter is structured as follows: first, I give an idea about test case generation, 

random testing and use of formal specification to generate test inputs. After that, some 

random testing tool developed for Java is discussed and a comparison of the features 

of these tools is shown. 

 

Test case generation  

Testing is a critical part of the software development process. To test any application, 

test case generation is the first thing that should be taken care of. Test case generation 

is a process of generating a collection of test cases which will be applied to test the 

application. But generating test cases manually is expensive in term of cost and human 

involvement. Furthermore, the process is unreliable if it is not done properly. To 

increase reliability of testing and to cut down the cost and reduce human involvement, 

researchers have been working for a long time to automate the testing process, 

especially the test case generation process. 

 

Some algorithms are proposed to generate test inputs, such as symbolic execution [22] 

and graph based algorithms [23]. In symbolic execution, symbols are used instead of 

normal inputs and the program is executed symbolically for a set of classes of inputs.  
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Random testing  

Hamlet [10] has given an overview of random testing and referred the random testing 

as being purposely ―unsystematic‖ in the matter of selecting test inputs. Hamlet also 

discusses the advantages of random testing and explains when it is more practical to 

use. The main reason to choose random testing is because it is possible to select the 

inputs algorithmically and by computing the pseudorandom numbers, a huge number 

of test inputs can be generated. Another advantage of random testing is the statistical 

independence among the test points generated.  

 

A comprehensive overview of the comparison of systematic and random testing has 

been given by Hamlet [11]. Random testing is more practical than any other approach 

if the time needed to write and  run directed tests is too long or the complexity of the 

problem make it impossible to test every input combination. 

 

Though random testing has some practical advantages, it has some disadvantages as 

well. One of the main problems is to know whether a test fails or passes. This problem 

is known as the test oracle problem. The second problem is thoroughness of random 

testing which mainly happens due to the unsystematic approach taken.  

 

Random testing [12] has been used for testing several applications and object oriented 

software, such as UNIX utilities [13], Windows GUI applications [14], Haskell 

programs [15], and Java programs [16].  
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Using formal specifications in generating test inputs 

The runtime assertion checker of formal specification languages could be a solution 

for the oracle problem of random testing. The runtime assertion checker can decide 

whether the method under test is behaving as expected or not, e.g. not throwing any 

exception. To specify the formal method specification, the programmer needs to write 

formal specifications including pre-conditions and post-conditions. This makes the 

tester’s task easier, because specifications are more concise and abstract than the 

equivalent test code, and hence more readable and maintainable. Furthermore, by 

using specifications in testing, specification errors are quickly discoverable. There are 

several formal specification languages like JML, Contract4J, jContractor, jContract, 

etc., which can be used to specify test cases. 

 

Random testing tools 

The main hurdle for random testing is to generate random but valid test cases. 

Generating random test cases manually is tiresome as well as inefficient. So, taking 

support from a tool is unavoidable. To generate random test cases for Java, some tools 

are available such as JET, JCrasher, Enhanced JUnit, Jtest, Randoop, etc. The 

following subsections explain the available random testing tools developed for the 

Java language.    
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JET 

The most similar work of our tool is done in JET [1]. To generate unit test cases 

automatically, JML specifications are annotated with Java classes to generate java unit 

test cases. In JET, test data are generated dynamically and tests are executed on the fly 

and then results are reported. It is also possible to export Junit test cases.  In JET, test 

data is generated based on the specifications and then methods are executed using 

those test data. If any type of violation is seen that is called a failure, i.e. JML’s 

runtime assertion checker is acting as a test oracle.  

 

JET helps to find inconsistencies between code and its specifications. JET is used to 

perform regression testing of inherited methods [1]. JET is also used to analyze and 

detect inconsistencies between Java classes and their JML specifications. In JET, test 

cases are generated in a pure random way in the sense that the whole method call 

sequence is determined at once without actually constructing the represented object.  

 

Jcrasher 

To test the robustness (e.g. not crashing) of Java classes, JCrasher [3] is an effective 

automated random testing tool. Jcrasher uses a parameter graph to search the method 

call, and the return value of that method is taken as an input parameter. To generate 

inputs, JCrasher does not consider any execution feedback and creates every input 

from scratch. 
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To find out the cause of any crash of the class under test i.e., to throw an uncaught 

exception, a sequence of method calls are generated.  

 

The main difference between JCrasher and JET is that JCrasher tests the whole class 

as a single unit and JET tests one method at a time. In addition, JCrasher does not use 

formal specifications to check the validity of each call in the sequence.  

 

Enhanced JUnit 

Enhanced JUnit [8] is a random testing tool based on the byte code. Compared to JET, 

Enhanced Junit does not attempt to find as many functions as possible nor does it 

automatically produce a huge number of combinations. It also does not use sub-typing 

to provide instances. 

 

Jtest 

A commercial tool from Para soft named Jtest [4] supports automatic white box testing 

of Java classes. Based on code analysis, it generates test cases capable of executing 

every possible branch of the method under test. Jtest does not use any formal 

specification in constructing valid test data. Instead it uses coding standard 

enforcement tools. 
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Randoop  

Randoop (Random Tester for Object-Oriented Programs) [20] implements feedback-

directed random testing for Java (with its .Net version developed [21]). Randoop takes 

as input the location of the file to be tested, a time limit (for how long test cases will 

be generated) and a set of configuration files where user can specify for which method 

the user wants to generate test cases. To find the input parameter, Randoop uses a set 

of previously created sequences. In this way, it decreases the number of repetitions of 

test cases and the number of illegal inputs. From the previous sequences, it discards 

the component sequences that create redundant objects or throw exceptions. Randoop 

generates test cases that can be compiled and executed to produce error-revealing 

behavior (i.e. assertion violations, access violations, and unexpected program 

termination) for a method under test.  
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Table 2.1 shows a comparison of the available tools:  

Tools Formal Specification Test Oracle  

JET Yes JML’s runtime assertion 

Jcrasher No Graph is used to search the method call 

and the return value of that call is used 

as an input parameter 

Enhanced JUnit No -- 

Jtest Yes -- 

Randoop No The set of previously used created 

sequences 

 

 

Some other random testing tool and techniques  

To generate test cases, Peter and Parnas also proposed a tool [5]. The tool uses formal 

program documentation written in tabular expression to determine the test oracle. In 

addition, formal specification language and runtime assertions can be used as a test 

oracle. The tool proposed by Cheon and Leavens uses JML (Java Modeling Language) 

to generate Junit test cases [6].  There are some other available tools that combine 

random testing with other strategies, e.g. DART [17], which combines random testing 

and symbolic execution. Like Randoop, Ecalt [18] uses feedback directed test 

generation. The technology used in Randoop and Ecalt [18] is almost similar if we 

consider the way they expose errors. Both tools perform random generation 
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augmented by automatic pruning based on execution results. Eclat discards the illegal 

sequences because it makes the program to behave differently than a set of correct 

training runs.  

 

Java Generics: The focus of the thesis 

The Java Generics [31] features were added to the Java language in Java 5. Generics 

are about abstraction. Generics allow creating classes and methods that work in the 

same way on different types of objects. The term "generics" comes from the idea that 

there should be a way to write general algorithms that can be broadly reused for many 

types of objects rather than having to adapt our code to fit each circumstance. 

 

As none of the available tools generate random test cases for java generics, this thesis 

develops a tool called RanGer which focuses on generating test cases for Java 

generics. The XML specification language and Contract4J5 are used interchangeably 

in this tool. Using this tool user can generate random test cases for any Java class file 

using generics. The user can select a single method or multiple methods to generate 

test cases. The user can also define the number of random test cases to be generated. 
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CHAPTER III 

ARCHITECTURE OF RANGER  
 

To test any application, the first task is to generate test cases. The more effective test 

cases we can generate and execute for an application, the more confidently we can say 

that the application is reliable. But generating test cases manually is expensive in 

terms of human involvement, time, and cost.  To generate test cases, several 

approaches have been proposed, including path oriented, goal oriented, intelligent 

approaches and randomly generated test inputs [45]. Using random testing, it is 

possible to generate lots of test cases using the well established algorithms (e.g. 

genetic algorithms) for random data generation. Despite the obvious advantage, 

random testing has some problems as well. The main problem with random testing is 

the test oracle and thoroughness. A test oracle determines whether a system behaves 

correctly for a test execution. Consider the following example:  

import junit.framework.*; 

 

public class TestcheckClass.java extends TestCase 3 

{ 

 

 public void testaddInteger(){ 

 assertEquals(54, 54); 

 } 

 } 

 

This is a simple Junit example for testing a method called addInteger. We define 

the expected output using assertEquals and the result after execution. How to set 

these values in Juint file as we are automating test case generation is referred to as the 
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oracle problem in random testing. One of the existing approaches for addressing the 

oracle problem is to check whether the application is throwing any exception or not.    

Java generics was first introduced in Java5. The main purpose of Java generics is to 

transfer the runtime errors to compile time errors. Catching the error in compile time is 

less expensive than catching it at runtime. Now days, lots of applications are using 

Java generics. But generating test cases for Java generics is expensive as it works for 

several consistent data types. Consider the following example:  

 

The following program will remove all elements from collection c that has length of 5 

of type String. And the element must be string. 

 static void expurgate(Collection c) { 

  for (Iterator i = c.iterator(); i.hasNext(); ) 

      if (((String) i.next()).length() == 5) 

       i.remove(); 

} 

 

Using generics:  

static void expurgate(Collection<String> c) { 

    for (Iterator<String> i = c.iterator(); 

i.hasNext(); ) 

      if (i.next().length() == 5) 

        i.remove(); 

} 

Generics is used in code as <Type> and it read as ―of Type‖. If c is declared to be of 

type Collection<String> that means that the variable c can hold only values of 

type String.  

There is a need to facilitate test case generation automatically for applications using 

Java generics. In this thesis, we introduce a tool support for testing Java application 
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that uses Java generics named RanGer. The main purpose of the RanGer is to 

generate random test cases for Java generics. Similar to JET [1], we have addressed 

the test oracle issue in RanGer with formal specification. The thoroughness issue is 

approximated by selecting methods randomly and evenly from the method pool. 

However, to ensure better testing, many advanced techniques such as genetic 

algorithms may be needed. Such techniques are out of the scope for this thesis.    

RanGer selects methods randomly from the method pool based on the number of 

methods for which the user wants to generate test cases. For those methods, test cases 

with randomly generated inputs are generated and then the methods under test are 

supplied by the generated test data. The test cases will be generated for various data 

types in order to make sure every possible combination of data type is tested. The 

methods are run with runtime assertion checks enabled. If the run results in an 

assertion violation error, it generally means that there is an inconsistency between the 

formal specification and the code. Otherwise, it means that the code is correct with 

respect to the specification for that particular test data. Formal specification has to be 

implemented either in the source code or specified as XML. Furthermore Java 

reflection is used to identify the structure of a given class, such as method names and 

possible parameters. Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of the RanGer. 
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Figure 3.1 Basic architecture of the RanGer   

 

 

In the following paragraphs, we explain the basic architecture of the RanGer. 

 

Reflection 

Reflection is the ability for a class or object to examine itself. Reflection was 

introduced in JDK 1.1 in February 1997. RanGer uses reflection to obtain the 

information of the class file. Reflection is the feature of Java which can be used to get 

some of the answers of the questions like: What is the class of this instance? What 

class is this instance inherited from? Which methods are available for this class? And 

what parameters do they take? To generate random test cases, our tool requires all the 

information of the class under test.   

 

To use reflection, we use the class java.lang.Class and the package 

java.lang.reflect (classes Array, Constructor, Field, Method, Modifier). The 
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methods of java.lang.Class are used to get information about a class. The 

methods of the classes in java.lang.reflect provide further information about 

a class and allow additional methods to be invoked. 

Consider the following example:  

import java.lang.reflect.*; 

import java.util.LinkedList; 

 

public class Main { 

 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        try { 

            System.out.println("Finding attributes 

of java.util.LinkedList using Java Reflection API"); 

            System.out.println(); 

 

            Class aClass = 

Class.forName("java.util.LinkedList"); 

 }  

 

To get the class name the following method provided by Java reflection is used:  
System.out.println("Instance of " + new 

LinkedList<String>().getClass().getName());  

 

In this example, getClass().getName() is part of reflection to get the name of 

the class. 

 

Formal specification  

To address the test oracle issue, formal specification is used in RanGer. To define the 

specification formally we explored few of the most commonly used specification 

languages including JML(Java Modeling Language) and Contract4J5. Though 

Contract4J can be utilized here, we decided to use XML as a specification language 
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and assertion checker. We briefly review these formal specification languages and 

their limitations. 

 

JML  

The Java Modeling Language (JML) is a formal behavioral specification language for 

Java [32]. JML is the most popular specification language that has been used in 

several tools as runtime assertion checkers like jContract [33], Jass [34] and jmlc [35]; 

verification tools such as JACK [36], Jive [37], jMoped [38], Krakatoa [38], LOOP 

[39] and KeY[40]; static checkers like ChAsE [42], ESC/Java and ESC/Java2 [43]. 

Though it is very popular, JML is not useful for RanGer, as it does not support Java 

Generics [44].  

 

Contract4J5 

Contract4J [24] is a tool that supports Design by Contract [29] technology for Java 5 

and generics. It is based on Java annotation [26], introduced by Java5 and AspectJ 

programming [25]. Annotation was added in Java 5 [26]. The annotation allows 

specifying user-defined run-time configuration to guide a compiler how to run the 

program. 

 

Design by Contract [46] is a method for developing software more reliably. The main 

idea of Design by Contract is that objects in a system are connected as a client and 

server and they should have some rules and regulations to communicate with each 
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other. This concept is called ―contract‖.  The client must satisfy some conditions 

before calling a method defined by the server which are called preconditions and the 

server should return something after that call which process is known as post 

conditions. The main feature of Design by Contract is that these contracts are 

executable. So the violation of the contract while the program is running can be 

detected immediately. 

 

Annotations [47] is used in Java to add meta-data facility to Java Classes or Java 

Interfaces. If any tool can read and interpret the annotation they can use these meta 

data to implement functionalities. As an example, they can ensure the consistency 

between classes and can check the validity of the parameters passed by the clients. 

Annotations in Java can be added in class declarations, method declarations, field 

declarations, etc. Annotations are specified in the program source by using the @ 

symbol. Consider the following example: 

public @interface stringConstraint { 

  int minLength() default 1; 

 int maxLength() default 10; 

 String values() default 

"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" + 

    "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ" + 

    "0123456789" + 

    "`!@#$%^&*()-+=_{}[]|:;'/?.,<>";} 
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In this example, we are declaring the constraint for parameter string. Line 2 and 3 

is defining the minimum and maximum length for string and line4 is defining the 

value of the string. 

 

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [48] is a concept which isolates the 

supporting functions from the main program. The main purpose of Aspect-oriented 

programming is to increase the modularity of application and thus keep the main logic 

of applications and the supporting functions, like logging and session expirations, 

separate. Aspect-oriented programming techniques allow implementing the behavior 

that cross cuts the modularity of object oriented programs. AspectJ is a simple and 

practical aspect-oriented extension to Java [25].  

 

The specification language introduced by Contract4J is called Contract4J5.  Table 3.1 

shows the list of keywords supported by Contract4J5 [24]. 
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Table 3.1: Keywords supported by Contract4J5 

Keyword  Description  

@Contract            specifies that the class contains contract specification 

@Pre                    specifies the pre-condition of a method 

@Post                  specifies the post-condition of a method 

@InVar              specifies the invariant for fields, methods or classes 

$this                 allows access of class instance members 

$old                refers to the pre-state value of the member; only works with value types 

and immutable reference types 

$return the return result of a method; only valid in post-conditions 

$args[n] the n-th argument in a parameter list 

 

XML 

To specify the input parameters, XML files can be used. Here is an example of a XML 

file where we defined the specification for a Java class file. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<class>  

   

 <int> 

  <minValue>12</minValue> 

  <maxValue>100</maxValue> 

 </int> 

 <String> 

  <minLength>5</minLength> 

  <maxLength>10</maxLength> 

 

 <values>abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGH

IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789</values> 

 </String> 

  

</class> 
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In this XML file, we are defining the parameters that are used in the class under test. 

In the block <int>  </int> we are specifying the maximum and the minimum value for 

an  integer input.  The minimum and maximum length of strings and the kind of value 

it can take is specified in <String> </String> block. The test case generator checks this 

XML file to generate the inputs randomly. 

Java file instrumentation 

In this tool, the instrumentation is required if specification language Contract4J is 

used. Users need to add all the precondition, postcondition and invariants in the source 

code using the keywords supported by Contract4J. Consider the following Calculator 

example: 

interface Calculator { 

float getResult(); 

float add(float num1, float num2 ); 

} 

These methods are to get the result by adding two numbers. The method 

getResult() should return a value of summation of two numbers and  the result 

should be greater than or equal to zero.  

 

During instrumentation, we need to specify all the preconditions and postcondtions. 

The instrumented file for the Calculator example will be:  
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@Contract 

interface Calculator { 

@Post(“$result >= 0”) 

float getResult(); 

     @Pre(“result >= 0”) 

@Post(“$this.result = = $num1+ $num2”) 

float add(float num1, float num2 ); 

…} 

 

Test case generator 

The test case generator obtains all the method names using reflection as well as the 

specification from the formal specification, and generates Junit test cases using an API 

that generates a Junit unit test. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  
 

In this chapter, we explain the class and sequence diagrams of RanGer. We also give 

an overview of how we have developed RanGer. Furthermore, we explain some case 

studies to demonstrate the operation of RanGer. 

  

Design and implementation  

We explain the methods that we used to implement the test case generation.To 

implement the user interface of RanGer, we have used Java swing which takes user 

inputs such as the number of method calls and the number of Junit test cases to 

generate. The entryForm class ensures that the input class file and the XML file 

box are not left empty. To construct a test case, RanGer creates a new instance of 

Main class and calls its generateTestCase() method. The XML file specifies 

the type and range of possible input values to each method.  Then the 

generateTestCase() method parses the XML file and gets the input range of 

each argument of a method of the given class. Then it randomly selects the desired 

number of methods which is given as input and then randomly chooses a value for 

each argument of a method from the given input range in the XML file. Then it 

invokes each of the methods and saves its result. Finally, it generates the Junit file 

using the saved result and the range of the output for each method given in the XML 

file. 
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Class diagram  

RanGer has two classes: the first one is the entryForm class, and the second one is 

the Main class. The entryForm class takes care of the user interface part and the 

Main class takes care of the main business logic of RanGer. Figure 4.1 shows the 

class diagram of RanGer. The entryForm class that is a swing has the following 

attributes: 

 

Two push down buttons to pointing out the location of XML specification file and 

generating test cases, respectively. 

 openXMLFile 

 generate  

One Java file chooser  

 JFileChooser: To select a class file from a specified location. 

Four Text fields  

 filename: The name of the class file to be tested . 

 XMLFileName: The name of the XML specification file.   

 NoOfTestMethods: The number of method calls in each Junit file to be 

generated. 

 NoOfTestCase: The number of Junit test cases to generate.  

Two labels  

 noOfTestCase 
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 noOfMethods  

The operations of the entryForm are:  

 entryForm(): Whenever the user runs the application, this method is 

called and an instance of the class entryForm is created.  

 actionPerformed(e : ActionEvent) : This method checks whether 

all the fields(fileName, XMLFileName, NoOfTestMethods, 

NoOfTestCase) are empty or not. 

 main(args : String []): This method is called if all the fileds 

(fileName, XMLFileName, NoOfTestMethods, 

NoOfTestCase) are filled and thus an instance of the Main class is created   

 

The Main class has the following attributes:  

Variables representing the minimum and maximum length of integer values to be 

generated randomly: 

 maxInt 

 minInt 

 maxLong 

 minLong 

 maxShort  

 minShort 
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Variables representing the minimum and maximum length of double values to be 

generated randomly: 

 minDouble  

 maxDouble 

Variables representing the minimum and maximum length of float values to be 

generated randomly: 

 minFloat 

 maxFloat 

Variables representing the minimum and maximum length of string values to be 

generated randomly: 

 minLength  

 maxLength 

 Values 

The operations of Main class are: 

 generateRandomString(length : int): This method generates 

string by taking values randomly and these values are specified in the XML 

file . length is the length of generated string.  

 parseXML(dir1 : File, XMLFileName : String): This 

method is called to get the preconditions and postconditions defined in the 

XML file. File is the location of the XML file and XMLFileName is the 

name of the XML file. 
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 generateOutput(fileName : String, dir1 : File, 

totlNoOfMethods : int): This method takes the defined numbers of 

methods(the number of methods is given as an input by user) and then 

randomly choose a value for each argument of a method from the given input 

range in the XML file. File is the location of Java class file (class under 

test) and filename is the name of the Java class file. 

 generateTestCase(fileName : String, XMLFileName : 

String, totlNoOfTestCase : int, noOfMethods : int): 

This method generates the desired number of test cases for the desired number 

of methods. fileName is the name of the Java class file (class under test), 

XMLFileName is the name of the XML file specified for the Java class file, 

totlNoOfTestCase is the number of  Junit files desired to generate and 

noOfMethods defines the number of method calls in each Junit file.  
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+generateRandomString(length : int)() : string

+parseXML(dir1 : File, XMLFileName : String() : void

+generateOutput(fileName : String, dir1 : File, totlNoOfMethods : int)() : string

+generateTestCase(fileName : String, XMLFileName : String, totlNoOfTestCase : int, noOfMethods : int)() : void

-minLength : int

-maxLength  : int

-minDouble : double = 1.0

-maxDouble : double = 1234.0

-minFloat : float

-maxFloat : float

-maxInt : int = 100

-minInt : int = 0

-maxLong : int = 100

-minLong : int = 0

-maxShort : int = 100

-minShort : int = 0

-values : string

main

+entryForm()

+actionPerformed(e : ActionEvent) () : void

+main(args : String [])() : void

-openXMLFile:Button

-generate:Button

-JFileChooser:JFileChooser

-fileName:TextField

-XMLFileName:TextField

-NoOfTestMethods:TextField

-NoOfTestCase:TextField

-noOfTestCase::Label

-noOfMethods:Label

entryForm

  

Figure 4.1 Class Diagram of RanGer 
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Sequence diagram 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the sequence diagram for RanGer. In the sequence diagram, when 

user runs the application, the entryForm() method is called and a new instance of  

entryForm is created.  Then the user selects the location of the Java class file and the 

associated XML file. The user also identifies an integer value to set the number of 

methods and the number of test cases. 

entryForm

generateTestCase(String fileName, String XMLFileName,int totlNoOfTestCase, int noOfMethods)

entryForm()

actionPerformed(e : ActionEvent)
User

/ Run the application

/ Give the location of Java source file and the XML file

/ Give the Number of Methods

/ Give the number of test cases

generateRandomString(int length)

generateOutput(String fileName, File dir1,int totlNoOfMethods)

Main

parseXML(File dir1, String XMLFileName)

Junit file is stored in predefined output folder
/ Generated Test Cases

 
Figure 4.2  Sequence Diagram of RanGer 

The actionPerformed(e : ActionEvent)  method checks whether all the 

text fields (fileName, XMLFileName, NoOfTestMethods, 

NoOfTestCase) are filled or not. If the text fields are filled, then entryForm 

creates a new instance of Main class and generateTestCase(fileName : 

String, XMLFileName : String, totlNoOfTestCase : int, 

noOfMethods : int) method is called.  Then the parseXML(dir1 : File, 
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XMLFileName : String() method is called to get the preconditions and 

postconditions defined in the XML file. Accordingly,  the  

generateOutput(fileName : String, dir1 : File, 

totlNoOfMethods : int) is called and this method randomly selects the 

defined number of methods which is given as input and then randomly chooses a value 

for each argument of a method from the given input range in the XML file. 

Finally, the Junit file is created and stored in predefined output folder. 

 

How to use RanGer  

To start using RanGer, we run its Java Swing-based GUI, by creating a new instance 

of an entryForm class. To generate test cases, we need to select the class file that 

we want to test and the XML file which gives the range of the input arguments and the 

range of the expected results. By clicking on the "Select test file" button, we can select 

the class file and by clicking on the "Select XML file" button, we can choose the XML 

file. We can specify how many Junit cases we want to generate in the "No of Test 

case" text box by typing an integer number. We also need to mention how many 

methods we want to test in each Junit test file in the "No of methods" text box. After 

filling up all these information by hitting the "Generate test case" button, we can 

generate the random test cases. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 illustrates two snapshots of the tool 

developed. 
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Figure 4.3 File Browser  

 

 

 

Figure 4.4  Java class file and associated XML file is loaded  
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Once the user selects the class file and the associated XML file, then they can identify 

the number of methods and the number of test cases (Figure 4.4). To generate a 

specified number of test cases for defined number of methods, the user needs to click 

on Generate test case button.  

 

Once the user clicks on Generate test case button, RanGer starts generating defined 

test cases for the defined number of methods. For instance, Figure 4.5 shows a simple 

Junit file, generated by RanGer.  

import junit.framework.*; 

 

public class TestcheckClass.java extends TestCase { 

 

public void testaddInteger(){ 

assertEquals(54, 54); 

} 

} 

Figure 4.5 Created Junit file    

 

Case Studies 

Use Case1 
Consider the following example checkClass1.java and associated XML file.  
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public class checkClass1 { 

  

  public <T> T genericAdd(T x,T y){ 

  T ret=null; 

   

 if(x.getClass().getName().equals("java.lang.String")){ 

   ret = (T)(x+" "+y); 

    }else 

if(x.getClass().getName().equals("java.lang.Integer")){ 

   int a=(Integer)(x),b=(Integer)(y); 

   Object obj; 

   ret=(T)(Object)(a+b); 

     } 

  return ret;   

} 

} 

 

 

Figure 4.6  checkClass1.java 

 

 
We tested RanGer with the example checkClass1.java, a simple Java file with 

a generic method genericAdd which does simple computation. 

Figure 4.7 shows a simple XML file developed for checkClass1.java file. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<class>  

   

 <int> 

  <minValue>12</minValue> 

  <maxValue>100</maxValue> 

 </int> 

 <String> 

  <minLength>5</minLength> 

  <maxLength>10</maxLength> 

 

 <values>abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR

STUVWXYZ0123456789</values> 

 </String> 

  

</class> 

Figure 4.7 XML file for checkClass1.java 
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In the XML file, we have specified the minimum and maximum values as well as the 

minimum and maximum length of string to generate and the values (i.e. character, 

string) that can be taken. 

 

Suppose, we select checkClass1.java and the associated XML file for 

checkClass1.java. We want to test the method and want to generate one test 

case. Therefore, we have to put the value 1 in No of Methods and No of 

Testcases textboxes (Figure 4.4). Then to generate the test case, we click on the 

Generate Testcase button (Figure 4.4). Figure 4.8 shows the generated Junit 

file.  

import junit.framework.*; 

 

public class TestcheckClass1 extends TestCase { 

 

public void testgenericAdd(){ 

 

int resultGenericAdd=64,highRange=200,lowRange=1; 

 

assertNotNull( "Generated result can not be Null!!!", 

resultGenericAdd ); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is lower than the 

expected!!!", resultGenericAdd < lowRange); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is higher than the 

expected!!!!!!", resultGenericAdd < highRange); 

} 

} 

Figure 4.8 Generated Junit file (case1) 

 

We defined the postconditions for resultGenericAdd that the highRange=200 

and lowRange=1. The assertNotNull is checking whether the value of 

resultGenericAdd is null nor not. The postconditions say that, the 
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resultGenericAdd can not be null and it should be greater than 1 and less than 200. The 

assertFalse is checking whether this postcondition is satisfied or not.   

 

Use Case2 
Generally, in random testing we are generating lots of test cases. It is not feasible to 

determine the expected values. Use case 2 illustrates this situation by considering 

another kind of assertion.  

 

Consider the following example checkClass2.java and associated XML file. 

 
public class checkClass2 { 

  

 public int addInteger(int a, int b){   

  return a+b; 

 } 

  

 public double addDouble(double a,double b){   

  return a+b; 

 } 

  

 public String addString(String a,String b){ 

  return a+" "+b; 

 } 

  

 public <T> T genericAdd(T x,T y){ 

  T ret=null; 

   

 if(x.getClass().getName().equals("java.lang.String")){ 

   ret = (T)(x+" "+y); 

    }else 

if(x.getClass().getName().equals("java.lang.Integer")){ 

   int a=(Integer)(x),b=(Integer)(y); 

   Object obj; 

   ret=(T)(Object)(a+b); 

     } 

  return ret;   

} 

} 

Figure 4.9 checkClass2.java 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<class name="checkClass2"> 

 <method name="addInteger"> 

  <arguments> 

   <int> 

    <minValue>12</minValue> 

    <maxValue>100</maxValue> 

   </int> 

   <int> 

    <minValue>12</minValue> 

    <maxValue>100</maxValue> 

   </int> 

  </arguments> 

  <output> 

   <int> 

    <minValue>12</minValue> 

    <maxValue>100</maxValue> 

   </int> 

  </output> 

 </method> 

 <method name="addDouble"> 

  <arguments> 

   <double> 

    <minValue>1.0</minValue> 

    <maxValue>10000.0</maxValue> 

   </double> 

   <double> 

    <minValue>1.0</minValue> 

    <maxValue>10000.0</maxValue> 

   </double> 

  </arguments> 

  <output> 

   <double> 

    <minValue>1.0</minValue> 

    <maxValue>20000.0</maxValue> 

   </double> 

  </output> 

 </method> 

 <method name="addString"> 

  <arguments> 

   <string> 

Figure 4.10 Updated XML for checkClass2.java (Continued)  
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<minLength>5</minLength> 

 

    <maxLength>10</maxLength> 

   

 <values>abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

XYZ0123456789</values> 

   </string> 

   <string> 

    <minLength>5</minLength> 

    <maxLength>10</maxLength> 

   

 <values>abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

XYZ0123456789</values> 

   </string>    

  </arguments> 

  <output> 

   <string> 

    <minLength>5</minLength> 

    <maxLength>10</maxLength> 

   

 <values>abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

XYZ0123456789</values> 

   </string> 

  </output> 

 </method> 

 <method name="genericAdd"> 

  <arguments> 

   <generic> 

    <totalValues>2</totalValues> 

    <String>true</String> 

    <int>true</int> 

    <double>false</double> 

    <float>false</float> 

    <long>false</long> 

    <byte>false</byte> 

    <short>false</short> 

    <boolean>false</boolean> 

    <char>false</char> 

   </generic> 

   <generic> 

    <totalValues>2</totalValues> 

    <String>true</String> 

    <int>true</int> 

    <double>false</double> 

    <float>false</float> 

    <long>false</long> 

  Figure 4.10 Updated XML for checkClass2.java (Continued) 
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<byte>false</byte> 

    <short>false</short> 

    <boolean>false</boolean> 

    <char>false</char> 

   </generic> 

  </arguments> 

  <output> 

   <generic> 

    <totalValues>2</totalValues> 

    <String>true</String> 

    <int>true</int> 

    <double>false</double> 

    <float>false</float> 

    <long>false</long> 

    <byte>false</byte> 

    <short>false</short> 

    <boolean>false</boolean> 

    <char>false</char> 

   </generic> 

  </output> 

 </method> 

</class> 

Figure 4.10 Updated XML for checkClass2.java  

 

In this XML file, we give the name of the Java class file (class under test) and the 

information of all the methods. The <arguments> </arguments> blocks 

define the preconditions and <output> </output> blocks define the 

postconditions for each method. For integer and double, the minimum and the 

maximum values are specified. For string the length of the string and the values it can 

take is specified. For generic, <totalValues> </totalValues> blocks 

specify the number of types of variables it can take. For an instance, in the example 

we put 2 in <totalValues> </totalValues>and we put true in 

<String></String> and <int> </int> block. For other types of variables, 
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we put false. That means, we specified that generic we are using here which can take 

only integer and string type of data.  

We put determine the value 3 in No of Methods textbox and value 1 in No of 

Testcases textbox (Figure 4.4). Then we click on the Generate Testcase 

button (Figure 4.4). Figure 4.10 shows the generated Junit file.  

 

import junit.framework.*; 

 

public class TestcheckClass2 extends TestCase { 

 

 

public void testgenericAdd(){ 

 

int resultGenericAdd=64,highRange=200,lowRange=1; 

 

assertNotNull( "Generated result can not be Null!!!", 

resultGenericAdd ); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is lower than the 

expected!!!", resultGenericAdd < lowRange); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is higher than the 

expected!!!!!!", resultGenericAdd < highRange); 

} 

 

public void testaddDouble(){ 

double resultaddDouble = 

1289.4437827261738,highRange=10000.0,lowRange=1.0; 

 

assertNotNull( "Generated result can not be Null!!!", 

resultaddDouble ); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is lower than the 

expected!!!", resultaddDouble < lowRange); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is higher than the 

expected!!!!!!", resultaddDouble < highRange); 

 

} 

 

public void testaddInt(){ 

int resultaddInt = 79,highRange=200,lowRange=1; 
assertNotNull( "Generated result can not be Null!!!", 

Figure 4.11  Generated Junit file (case2) (Continued) 
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resultaddInt); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is lower than the 

expected!!!", resultaddInt < lowRange); 

assertFalse( "Generated result is higher than the 

expected!!!!!!", resultaddInt < highRange); 

} 

 

 

} 

 

Figure 4.11  Generated Junit file (case2) 

Appendix A shows the source code of the Main class implemented.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
 

We need to test any application with enough test cases to be confident enough to say 

that the application is reliable. However, generating test cases manually is not feasible 

in most cases. Using a random test case generation approach, one can generate a 

significant number of test cases. To facilitate random test case generation, a number of 

tools are developed, but whenever any new feature is added to any language, in most 

cases, the previously generated tools do not work for that feature, e.g. Java generics. 

Using Java generics, programmers can transfer the runtime error to compile time error. 

Considering this benefits, lots of applications have started using Java generics 

recently. However, an important question has not been answered: how to generate test 

cases for application that uses Java generics? Some tools for random testing are 

available, but testing an application with generics remains an issue. In this thesis, we 

presents a tool support, RanGer, to facilitate automate random test case generation for 

Java generics. Here, we have introduced RanGer to generate test cases for Java 

generics. RanGer can help to test any Java application using generics before 

deploying it. This is the main contribution of this thesis.  

 

The proposed tool, RanGer, takes Java source code and generates random test cases. 

The users need to define an XML file for each source code to specify where the 

preconditions and the postconditions will be defined. Using RanGer, the user can 
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define the number of test cases and the number of methods to be called in each Junit 

test case. RanGer generates a number of test cases randomly for the pre-defined 

number of methods and desired number of test cases.     

 

As we have developed RanGer from scratch, it is now in its primitive stages. There 

are many things to be done to improve it in future. To investigate the effectiveness of 

the tool, we can compare RanGer with other tools as well. To improve the 

effectiveness of RanGer, we can incorporate adaptive random testing. Some AI 

techniques like genetic algorithms can be used for improving effectiveness of 

RanGer. Avoiding the generation of redundant test case is also kept for future 

improvement. To make RanGer more efficient, we need to do some experimental 

work and identify the most effective test cases length and number of methods in each 

test case. The effectiveness can be measured based on the power of the test cases 

generated in detecting possible faults. 
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APPENDIX A 
Main.java 

 

 

 

 

import java.io.*; 

import java.lang.reflect.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import java.lang.annotation.*; 

 

import javax.swing.JOptionPane; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 

import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 

import org.w3c.dom.Document; 

import org.w3c.dom.Element; 

import org.w3c.dom.Node; 

import org.w3c.dom.NodeList; 

 

public class Main { 

 

static int minLength, maxLength;// stores a string's maximum 

and minimum length 

 static double minDouble = 1.0, maxDouble = 1234.0; 

 static float minFloat, maxFloat; 

 static int maxInt = 100, minInt = 0; 

 static int maxLong = 100, minLong = 0; 

 static int maxShort = 100, minShort = 0; 

static String values;// stores the range of the values of a 

string 

 public static String generateRandomString(int length) { 

  String ret = ""; 

  int rand = 0; 

 

  for (int i = 0; i < length; i++) { 

   rand = (int) (Math.random() * values.length()); 

   ret += values.charAt(rand); 

  } 

 

  return ret; 

 } 

 

private static String getTagValue(String sTag, Element 

eElement) { 
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NodeList nlList = 

eElement.getElementsByTagName(sTag).item(0).getChildNodes

(); 

  Node nValue = (Node) nlList.item(0); 

 

  return nValue.getNodeValue(); 

 } 

 

 public static void parseXML(File dir1, String XMLFileName) { 

  String XMLFileLocation = ""; 

  try { 

   String currentDirectory = dir1.getCanonicalPath(); 

   XMLFileLocation = currentDirectory 

+ 

"\\src\\com\\testingTool\\MethodConstraints.xml"; 

  } catch (Exception ex) { 

   ex.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 

   

  try { 

   File file = new File(XMLFileLocation); 

DocumentBuilderFactory dbf = 

DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance(); 

   DocumentBuilder db = dbf.newDocumentBuilder(); 

   Document doc = db.parse(file); 

   doc.getDocumentElement().normalize(); 

   NodeList nodeLst = doc.getElementsByTagName("int"); 

 

for (int temp = 0; temp < nodeLst.getLength(); 

temp++) { 

    Node nNode = nodeLst.item(temp); 

    if (nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

 

 { 

     Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

 

minInt = 

Integer.parseInt(getTagValue("minValue"

, eElement).trim()); 

maxInt = 

teger.parseInt(getTagValue("maxValue", 

eElement).trim()); 

     } 

   } 

 

   nodeLst = doc.getElementsByTagName("String"); 
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for (int temp = 0; temp < nodeLst.getLength(); 

temp++) { 

    Node nNode = nodeLst.item(temp); 

    if (nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) 

 { 

     Element eElement = (Element) nNode; 

 

minLength=Integer.parseInt(getTagValue(

"minLeng",eElement).trim()); 

maxLength=Integer.parseInt(getTagValue(

"maxLength",eElement).trim()); 

values = getTagValue("values", 

eElement); 

    } 

   } 

  } catch (Exception e) { 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 } 

 

 public static String generateOutput(String fileName, File dir1, 

   int totlNoOfMethods) throws IOException { 

  // String currentDir = dir1.getCanonicalPath(); 

  String showMessage = ""; 

  /*File f = new File(dir1.getCanonicalPath() +    

"\\output\\test" + fileName 

    + ".java"); 

   

  String outputFile = "import junit.framework.*;\n\n"; 

  outputFile += "public class Test" + fileName 

    + " extends TestCase {\n\n"; 

 

String temp = fileName.substring(0, fileName.length() - 

5); 

   

  try { 

Class cl = Class.forName("com.testingTool." + 

temp); 

 

   Random random = new Random(); 

   Method mtd[] = cl.getMethods(); 

    

   for(int k=0;k<totlNoOfMethods;k++){ 

    int pick = random.nextInt(mtd.length-9); 

    Method randomTestMethod = mtd[pick]; 
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System.out.println("Name of the Method to be 

tested : " 

    + randomTestMethod.getName()); 

showMessage += "Name of the Method to be 

tested : " 

    + randomTestMethod.getName() + "\n"; 

 

outputFile += "public void test" +   

randomTestMethod.getName() 

      + "(){\n"; 

 

Class[] parameterTypes = 

randomTestMethod.getParameterTypes(); 

Class returnType = 

randomTestMethod.getReturnType(); 

    showMessage += "Generated input values:\n"; 

 

Method mthd = 

cl.getMethod(randomTestMethod.getName(), 

      parameterTypes); 

    int len = parameterTypes.length; 

    Object[] input = new Object[len]; 

 

    int genericRandomNumber = 2; 

 for (int i = 0; i < parameterTypes.length; i++) { 

     System.out.print("type of parameter - " 

+ 

parameterTypes[i].getName() + " "); 

     showMessage += "type of parameter - " 

+ 

parameterTypes[i].getName() + " "; 

String str = 

parameterTypes[i].getName(); 

 

if 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("ja

va.lang.Object")) { 

       

      if (genericRandomNumber == 1) { 

int tempRandNumber = 

minLength + (int) (Math.random() 

*maxLength); 

 

String tempRandomNumber = 

generateRandomString(tempRa

ndNumber); 
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System.out   

       

.println("generated random 

string(generic argument) - 

"+ tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated 

random string(generic 

argument) - "+ 

tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 

       input[i] =tempRandomNumber; 

parameterTypes[i] 

=String.class; 

      } else { 

      int tempRandomNumber = minInt 

+ (int) 

(Math.random() * maxInt); 

System.out.println("generated 

random integer(generic argument) 

- "+ tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated random 

integer(generic argument) - " 

+ tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 

input[i] = new 

Integer(tempRandomNumber); 

      parameterTypes[i] = int.class; 

      } 

} else if 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equa

ls("byte")) { 

 

} else if  

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("sh

ort")) { 

      int tempRandomNumber = minShort 

+ (int) (Math.random() * 

maxShort); 

System.out.println("generated 

random integer - " 

        + tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated random 

short - " 

      + tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 

input[i] = new 

Integer(tempRandomNumber); 

      parameterTypes[i] = short.class; 

} else if  
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(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("in

t")) {     

  

      int tempRandomNumber = minInt 

      + (int) (Math.random() * maxInt); 

      `           

 

System.out.println("generated random 

integer - " + tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated random 

integer - " + tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 

input[i] = new   

Integer(tempRandomNumber); 

     parameterTypes[i] = int.class; 

     } else if 

 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("lo

ng")) { 

      long tempRandomNumber = minLong 

+ (long) (Math.random() * 

maxLong); 

System.out.println("generated 

random long - "  

+ tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated random 

long - "+ tempRandomNumber + 

"\n"; 

input[i] = new 

Long(tempRandomNumber); 

      parameterTypes[i] = long.class; 

     } else if 

 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("do

uble")) { 

double tempRandomNumber = 

minDouble + (double) 

(Math.random() * maxDouble); 

System.out.println("generated 

random double - " 

      + tempRandomNumber); 

          

showMessage += "generated random double 

- " + tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 

input[i] = new 

Double(tempRandomNumber); 

     parameterTypes[i] = double.class; 

 } else if  
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(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("fl

oat")) { 

     float tempRandomNumber = minFloat 

     + (float) (Math.random() * maxFloat); 

System.out.println("generated random 

float - " + tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated random 

floating point number - " 

     + tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 

     input[i] = new Float(tempRandomNumber); 

      parameterTypes[i] = float.class; 

} else if 

 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("bo

olean")) { 

int tempRandomNumber = (int) 

(Math.random() * 1); 

     if (tempRandomNumber == 1) { 

     input[i] = new Boolean(true); 

      } else 

 

           

     input[i] = new Boolean(false); 

     parameterTypes[i] = Boolean.class; 

} else if 

 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals("char"))  

 

{ 

int tempRandomNumber = (int) (Math.random() * 

values.length()); 

input[i] = new 

Character(values.charAt(tempRandomNumber)); 

    parameterTypes[i] = Character.class; 

 

} else if 

(parameterTypes[i].getName().equals( 

     "java.lang.String")) { 

     int tempRandNumber = minLength 

     + (int) (Math.random() * maxLength); 

String tempRandomNumber = 

generateRandomString(tempRandNumber); 

System.out.println("generated random 

string - "+ tempRandomNumber); 

showMessage += "generated random string 

- " + tempRandomNumber + "\n"; 
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     input[i] = tempRandomNumber; 

     parameterTypes[i] = String.class; 

} else if 

(parameterTypes[i].isInstance(Integer.c

lass)) { 

 

     } 

    }// for loop end 

     

    String reply = null; 

reply = 

JOptionPane.showInputDialog(showMessage 

    + "\nEnter the expected result: "); 

    String expectedResult = reply; 

    showMessage = ""; 

     

if 

(randomTestMethod.getReturnType().getName().e

quals("int")) {Integer output = (Integer) 

mthd.invoke(cl.newInstance(), input); 

    

System.out.println("Test result - " + 

output.intValue()); 

outputFile += "assertEquals(" + 

expectedResult + ", " + output 

       + ");\n}\n"; 

} else if 

(randomTestMethod.getReturnType().getName() 

    .equals("java.lang.String")) { 

String output = (String) 

mthd.invoke(cl.newInstance(), input); 

System.out.println("Test result - " + 

output); 

outputFile += "assertEquals(" + 

expectedResult + ", " + output 

     + ");\n}\n"; 

} else if 

(randomTestMethod.getReturnType().getName() 

    .equals("java.lang.Object")) { 

 

Object output = (Object) 

mthd.invoke(cl.newInstance(), input); 

     if (genericRandomNumber == 1) { 

     

System.out.println("Test result - 

" + output.toString()); 
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outputFile += "assertEquals(" + 

expectedResult + ", " 

      + output + ");\n}\n"; 

     } else {      

System.out.println("Test result - 

" + output); 

outputFile += "assertEquals(" + 

expectedResult + ", " 

      + output + ");\n}\n"; 

     } 

} else if 

(randomTestMethod.getReturnType().getNa

me().equals("double")) { 

Double output = (Double) 

mthd.invoke(cl.newInstance(), input); 

System.out.println("Test result - " + 

output.doubleValue()); 

outputFile += "assertEquals(" + 

expectedResult + ", " + output 

       + ");\n}"; 

    } 

     

   } 

    

     } catch (Exception ex) { 

   ex.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  outputFile += "\n}\n"; 

  System.out.println("final"); 

  return outputFile; 

 } 

 

 void generateTestCase(String fileName, String XMLFileName, 

int totlNoOfTestCase, int noOfMethods) throws 

IOException { 

 

  try {    

   values = ""; 

   File dir1 = new File("."); 

   String showMessage = ""; 

   parseXML(dir1, XMLFileName); 

 

   for(int i1=0;i1<totlNoOfTestCase;i1++){ 

String outputFile = generateOutput(fileName, 

dir1, noOfMethods); 

String temp = fileName.substring(0, 

fileName.length() - 5); 
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File f = new File(dir1.getCanonicalPath() + 

"\\output\\test"+ temp+(i1+1) + ".java"); 

FileOutputStream fop = new 

FileOutputStream(f); 

 

    if (f.exists()) { 

     fop.write(outputFile.getBytes()); 

     fop.flush(); 

     fop.close(); 

System.out.println("The test case file    

is generated."); 

    } else 

System.out.println("This file does not 

exist"); 

   } 

    

  } catch (Exception ex) { 

   ex.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 

 } 

} 

 

 


